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This paper addresses the consequences of large, risky adjustment costs associ

alcd with moving a farmer's human capital from agricultural production. The term 

risky adjustment costs refers to the possibility that a farmer may have to accept invo

luntarily transition out of agriculture due to events beyond his control. In the 

absence of risk, acceptance of adjustment cost is completely the farmer's (discrete) 

choice. The farmer first maximizes his expected utility as if he relied only on farm 

revenue (including concurrent off-farm employment, if applicable); and then compares 

this level of farm-derived utility with that ·which is available elsewhere (less moving 

expenses, etc.}. The difference between these two utility levels equals the adjustment 

costs corresponding to human capital. 

Closer to reality, however, if the farmer chooses to continue another season, 

there is a chance that the ensuing revenues may be so low as to preclude future deci

sions to stay in agriculture. The farmer must accept transition and the accompanying 

costs. The critical level of revenue may be a function of household-maintenance 

expenditures, farm debt, and so forth. This critical level is likely to rise with farm size, 

but at a decreasing rate. Therefore, due to their smaller revenues, smaller farms are 

more likely to be at risk than larger farms. 

Adjustment, or transition or transactions, costs lead to asset fixity; that is, small, 

or temporary; changes in the economic environment do not warrant changes in a 

factor's employment. A farmer's human capital fixity in particular presents important 

complications to conventional economic analysis, which relies on strict maximization 

of expected utility (or profit) derived solely from farm production. 

In the presence of such risk, human capital fixity may cause the separation of, 

and conflict between, a farmer's objective to maximize expected utility from farming, 

and the farmer's objective to maximize the probability of remaining a farmer. These 

are, after all. sub-objectives: the farmer not only must determine how much of a 
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commodity to produce (i.e., determine the expectation and v.:i.riance of revenues), but 

also must decide how much to pay in order to remain a farmer in the future. These 

objectives diverge when the farmer has incomplete control over accepting the adjust

ment costs associated with leaving the farm -- when the farmer is at risk of failing. 

If the costs are large, the farmer will take actions to avoid adjusting his human 

capital out of agriculture, and these actions may lead to what seems like inefficient 

farming decisions. This may entail anything from too-quickly depleting soil quality, to 

placing greater stress on farm labor at the expense of leisure. 1 Throughout, the paper 

uses the term inefficiency (or production inefficiency) in the sense that the farmer is 

np!:,~~ip\ly_ma::,-cimii:in&, the~~xpected utility derived_,s.~lely from farm revenues. The 

term is not meant to imply inefficiency in the pursuit of all sub-objectives taken 

together. When prices, weather, and other random events force adjustment, we term 

this failure. (Although the popular meaning of the term farm failure may have more to 

do with the immediate act of foreclosure.) 

This paper attempts to provide some analytical support to the often-heard com

ment, "1\ben price falls, the farmer goes out and plants more."2 Euman capital fixity 

may induce a peculiar set of farm decisions, causing gross production inefficiency, 

reflected in the term survival mode. The most noteworthy effect, caused by a farmer 

placing such ov·erwhelming weight on avoiding forced adjustment, may be a 

downward-sloping supply curve. This may, in turn, explain over-production traps 

where the aggregate, rational-expectations equilibrium result of individuals avoiding 

adjustment costs is to make forced adjustment a risk to avoid. Thus, there may be 

justification for the government to move milrket equilibrium from that of over

production to that of eff.cient production. 

If an outside observer finds a sm.J.11 prob.:i.bility of forced adjustment or failure, 

this does not necessarily imply the farme:- is out of sur·:ivctl r.1ode and si,nply making 
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decisions based on maximizing farm-income-derived utility. Causality may flow the 

other way. A simpie example in the third section demonstrates a case where there 

exists zero probability of failure, the farmer is rationally producing inefficiently, and 

supply increases with a fall in expected price. The important point is that the proba

bility of failure is low (zero) because the farmer produces inefficiently. 

The models presented here offer an explanation of farmer behavior that are very 

_ . . : _ ·--, -:-- ... a,~ · - '.'"~ .-.,.-'. ... _. ;..:, r :~ -.: 
much like that 1vhich result from assuming safet:.y-first objeclive ftfrictions: {Iiideea, 'in 

. . . . 
~-, :n-;•.-., , ..... ~ _:·:--ir.,..--:·,_, ..... _..,. .. ,~·~~i.7 .. 1 ,- -,- • _.., • -~·-· -.·. r- ... • • ••••• ,- -.-- •·,,· .•• ·-·-- ···.• .• ,. 

~the discretely r'antlorr1 ,vorid of s~ction III, the model implies safety-first behavior.) In 

models of these types, the farmer, at least implicitly, purchases assurance against 

_;s;Jit~i~~:--~,a]tis't~e'nt ~,vit.h-:f~regone efficiency in producing utility from any season's 

farm income.3 

The models and ideas in this paper relate to asset fixity. In order to avoid confu

sion, since most agricultural economists (to varying degrees of partisanship) have 

opinions on the question of asset fixity, the first section presents this paper's view of 

fixity, especially as it pertains to human capital. The approach here is simple: asset 

fixity is the rational decision-maker's response to adjustment costs. The second sec

tion presents a conceptual model of farm decisions with human capital fixity. It 

demonstrates that factors are used ineff.ciently in terms of strict maximization of 

farm-based utility. Those factors that are purchased prior to the production process 

are under-utilized in the sense that their marginal products are higher than what 

would tie optimal under strict maximization. Those that can be utilized without 

irmnediate cash expenditure (''mined" or "borrowed off of"), such as soil quality and 

farm household labor, are over-utilized. Commodity production may be increased or 

decreased, relali·:e lo the case of no adjustment costs, depending on the degree of 

corr:p!emenl<1:-ily of factors. Government policies that reduce farm revenue volatility 

bri!.g farm~r decisions closer to strict maximization, and, hence, may either increase 
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or decrease supply. 

The problem presented in the second section is fairly general; therefore, particu

larizations are useful for the sake of going to the essence of the problem. The third 

section presents a specific model as illustration of the concepts developed in the 

second. This specific example is presented in two parts: the first analyzes the farmer's 

use of a single input (his own effort), and the second demonstrates an over-production 

trap that mi'ght arise-in-aggregate equilibrium.-- . 

:-_-_':;,. ':.T&~ioiWlhe~ect1tirt:-tilrfi~ \6~h-e:-pr~f!titir-aipplica-tion of the ideas-:develbpec:f in-this 

paper. We analyze empirically corn production in Illinois using the model of how risky 

adjustment costs affect input choices. The study focuses on the affects of farm size 

and other structural variables on farmer divergence from strict profit maximization. 

I. Asset Fixity 

There is a commonly-accepted notion that supplies of agricultural commodities 

are relatively inflexible in an environment of declining real prices, but more flexible, 

more responsive, to increasing real prices. This kinky characteristic of supply, often 

termed irreversibility, rationalizes federal farm policies, especially those that lessen 

price swings and support farm incomes. A widespread justification for this charac

teristic of supply is that productive assets, most notably physical capital, are more 

quickly accumulated in the farm sector in response to price and income increases 

than they are disposed of in response to declines in farm income. That is, productive 

capacity is fixed, or trapped, once introduced into farming operations. 4 Given the 

rationality of agents, asset fixity arises because of adjustment costs. And, although 

asset fixity is a widely-held belief, expl:J.nations far asset fixity -- that is, the sources of 

adjustment costs -- are less than gcnercilly accepted. 

, ' 
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Two major conceptual sources have been hypothesized regarding the fixity of 

physical assets. They are not mutually exclusive. One may regard the first source of 

adjustment costs as lying in the lumpy nature of the production process itself. Gal

braith and Black, for example, hypothesize that the existence of large fixed costs 

associated with reorganizing the farm operation make short run adjustment 

unprofitable. Changes in the economic environment would tend to induce changes in 

pre, ~uctive · capacity _cmly ¥. tI:i~Y:-W~Z:f! _C>f_~~ffi,qi!,!ntLyJ1igl!, D}-e-gni·t:ud.~:c!P.d !W SU;ffl_Gi~ptly 

long duration. . -

On the other hand, one may follow the more general views of G. Johnson and 

Ed,vards:. ancLregard the~seccnd·.source· oradjustment:·c:osts'.a;s:'Iyirig in the discrete 

difference between the on-farm value of assets and their alternative, off-farm value. 

Or put in another way, there is a large divergence of the opportunity cost of not using 

the asset from the salvage value of the asset. Low salvage value may arise from several 

things: transportation costs, specificity of capital to the farm operation, and limited 

information regarding quality of the item -- the "lemons" principle of Akerlof (1970). 

Vibatever the cause of low salvage values, once acquired productive capacity changes 

only with discrete (perhaps large) changes in the on-farm-use value. 

One may consider both explanations of asset fixity as similar. In the first, adjust

ment costs are found in the discrete nature of productive units; in the second, adjust

ment costs are found in the lumpy nature of alternative values of assets. Both expla

nations similarly yield asset fixity, and hence imply similar inelastic behavior of supply 

over small or temporary price changes. They may be usefully distinguished, however, 

for the practical purpose of empirically locating adjustment costs. 5 

A farmer's human capital is subject to similar c1djustment costs. From one per

spective, one may view a farmer's human capital as a discrete unit. Although a 

farmer's labor may be divisible in part between on-f2.r:-n 2.nd ofI-farm employment, his 
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farm-specific capital by its very nature is lumpy. Or from ,mother ?erspective, one 

may view the salvage value of human capital (the opportunity cost of ':Jeing a farmer) 

as less than the on-farm value (the opportunity cost of not being a farmer). The 

discrepancy between a farmer's salvage value and his on-farm value may arise from 

{at least) two important things: first, the specificity of capital makes it worth little 

elsewhere; and, second, the farmer places a personal, or psychic, premium on earning 

an income- from farming (or, conversely, he may discount exclusive off-farm employ- -

metlt)~:Jni',fu"Qi:ie-'y.: dollar-sc:(---a:c_t!ounting:-~f-or-::moving: -costs, etc.), a farmer may seem to 

have a high salvage value, but in utility, derived from these non-farm dollars, the sal

vage value is low. 

- - -There are two major distinctions of interest between a farmer's human capital 

· and other factors ·subject. to adjustment costs. First, a farmer -- the decision maker 

who judiciously employs physical factors in the optimal production of his welfare -- is 

indistinguishable from his human capital. A person's human capital cannot be bought 

or sold; the person only obtains rents for his capital. This seems like an obvious point: 

a farmer cannot employ or dispose of his human capital in farm production without 

employing or disposing of himself as a farmer. 

Second, there are certain minimal expenditures necessary in order to maintain 

human capital in· farming. The farm family must eat, clothe itself, and otherwise pur

chase the material items it needs to endure happily alongside its neighbors.7 In addi

tion there may exist other current fees requisite for future production to take place: 

minimal debt service, minimal use of certain publicly-provided goods (e.g., water), 

iqsurance, and so forth. When deciding to continue farming or not, ~hese minimum 

expenditures may be considered variable costs. Once the decision to farm is made, 

they are fixed. If these commitments are expected not to be met, the farmer certainly 

chooses not to farm. 
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The adjustment, however, of a farmer's human capital out of agriculture is not 

always an active decision. Such forced adjustment occurs when farm production does 

not cover the minimal. necessary costs. In other words, there may arise from time to 

time economic or natural environmental conditions that effectively make infinite the 

opportunity cost of farming; the farmer fails and moves on. Without this risk of forced 

adjustment, or failure, the farmer would simply compare the expected utility of farm

ing' with· the: utility. of leaving· farming ami--~ake·, the· nptimaFdiscrete·'decisfon~to' tcfo'n~ 
tinue~ It is this risk that leads to seemingly. inefficient production decisions. 

Il·Amodel of farmer behavior·· 

This section turns to a general model of farmer behavior when there exists a risk 

of forced adjustment. The pertinent characteristics of this model are generally dis

cussed in the previous section; to summarize: 

a) Euman capital, in the form of farm control and management, is unresponsive to 

market signals, due to large adjustment costs of finding, taking, and enjoying alterna

tive employment. These cost may be of the conventional pecuniary sort, or of the 

psychic kind. 

b) Controlling or managing a farm necessarily implies that there are associated 

with human capital some forms and quantities of physical assets. One cannot be a 

farmer vvi.thout a farm. 

c) Euman capital, unlike physical capital or other resources, needs considerable 

expenditures on maintenance in a specific job. That is, there are fixed costs to 

employing oneself in agriculture. 1f these costs are not covered, due to incompletely 

controllable events, the farmer must leave farming. 
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The first two characteristics do not imply that the returns to physical assets are 

necessarily too low from a simple farm-derived utility maximizing standpoint. For a 

risk-neutral farmer, for example, marginal value products are optimally set equal to 

marginal costs. From a purely financial accounting view, returns are equal to what the 

larger marketplace might suggest -- given that a farmer will always be a farmer.a The 

third characteristic, however, implies that a farmer is not assured of always being a 
. 

farmer; the farmer may purchase assuran_ce of remaining in agriculture {or, more sim-

ElX.,~.s~rvJyingl !>Y. tr~f:{p~iently_ u_sing factors of production. 

A model of a farmer's behavior, when he is at risk of leaving farming, is inherently 

intert~mporal. _ The farmer must trade-off the amount of utility he gets in any year - -- ~ ~ ., - - - .::: :-: . ~ .. . '. '.. . ,- . - .. ' 

from farming with the probability that, because of some particularly bad year (and not 

covering minimal expenditures), he must leave farming. Intertemporal models may 

lead to intractable complications: therefore, the following mathematical model makes 

certain assumptions, in addition to other specifications, that retain the essence of the 

broad problem without losing the ability to analytically represent what is going on. 

Specifically, in ·what follows, only one factor -- the farm manager -- is subject to adjust

ment costs; random events, that might occur from year to year are independent over 

time; the alternative utility that the farmer receives off the farm, if he fails, is some 

constant value; ·and once failed the farmer leaves agriculture forever. These assump

tions produce several analytically attractive characteristics of the results. Farm deci

sions are constant over time; the optimal amount of expected farm-derived utility is 

likewise constant: the adjustment cost of moving out of agriculture is simply the 

difference (also constant.) between optimal yearly expected farm-derived utility and 

ofI-farm utility. Furthermore, the farmer's objective function can be written in terms 

of yearly expected farm-derived utility, ofT-farm utility, and the probability of failure. 

The model 
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A farmer yearly produces a commodity, the per-acre amount of which is denoted 

by y, by combining certain physical factors. The factors of production are of two 

types: those which must be yearly purchased out of cash revenues prior to realization 

of actual production and price received, and those which may be utilized in the year 

but paid for in the indeterminate future. The per-acre level of the first type is denoted 

by x. and examples of this type include hired labor, fertilizer, etc. The per-acre level 

.:C?f ~~~_-::s~gfm_q _type~ is 0~~t1_c;>}e:c!:l?-Y.r~• c?.-:~9- ·~:~~IJlp~es _oJ_ this type -include land qua!-ity, 

farm household labor,· machinery, etc. The per-acre production function in a given 

year is generally given by 

y =y(x,k,e) ; 

! t·. /:··.,;-:-·:_i.C, - (.. -,_:· -:-- ~ .. -- - ~·; . 

where e represents some random effect on output y, such as weather. The number of 

acres produced is given by A, which is lake here to be a constant. · The farmer faces 

every year an unknown price p, a random variable (p >0, E[p] = µ), with some time

invariant probability density function given by g (p ). The constant per-unit cost of the 

immediately purchased factors x is given by w, and that of the other factors k is given 

byi. 

Failure is defined as earning some available cash income that does not cover the 

minimal expenditures in a year necessary to farm, /; that is, failure is defined by 

A[py -wx] < f 

If the farmer fails, the farmer leaves farming and earns some sure utility level I each 

year thereafter. 

For ease of presentation, we assume for the remainder of this section that pro

duction is certain and price the only random element of concern to the farmer. This 

particular assumption is relaxed in the more specific example following in the next 

section. 
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0 
The yearly probability of failure, r., is given by r.(x ,k) = Jg (p )d.p where 

P,1 

PdY - wx = f. The utility from farming in any year is given by 

U(p,x,k) = U[A(py -wx - ik)] 

and the expected utility from farming is simply 

U(x ,k) = Ep [ U(p ,x ,k)] 

-
Finally, the constant rate by which the farmer discounts future expected utility (either 

from farming or not farming) is given by fl. 

Table 1 presents possible future events that the farmer must account for if he 

chooses farming. From this one can easily represent the farmer's objective function 

as 

( ) U(x,k) - I 
V x ,k = l - ,B[ 1 - rr(x ,k)] 

Let k* and x" satisfy the first order conditions of maximizing the objective func-

tion: 

E.1f._ _ iE[ U ]IE[ Up ] 
ak - l + v 

E..JL = wE[ U ]IE[ U ] 1 + vEr Up )IE[ U 1 
ax p l + 1) 

Here marginal utility is given by U'. v may be interpreted as a measure of the 

influence of human capital fixity on farm production decisions. 

Compare these first order conditions to that of strict maximization of£[ U]: 

E.Y_ = iE[ U ]/ £[ Up ] ak 
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t- = wE[U ]I E[Up] 

Note that since v- > 0, the farmer appears to be over-utilizing k based on conventional 

marginal conditions. Further, it is reasonable to suppose that the critical price 

defining failure, Pd• is small relative to expected price. If Pr1. is such that 

E[ Up] > E[ U 1Pa, then it would appear that the farmer is under-utilizing x .9 

.rNo~l l8.ppos~::.,tha:t ·tfi&:f-i:ns an iinprovement· tn'the= rest' of the· economy :relative:to 

that of the agricultural sector As adjustment costs ( fl - I) grow insignificant, '19-40, and 

the farmer behaves as· if he were simply maximizing the utility derived solely from 

farming (fl). And similarly, if there.is.an improvement in the probability distribution 

of commociity _pr,-:ice, g_(pa) 4 0, farm decisions move toward p_roduction efficiency. We ---·- . - -· ····'---··'--·- _ .. -.. ,,~.' ;,:__ ....... ·-"-•'-' -_. -.. ' . . . . 

may interpret g (pa) as a measure of the degree to which a farmer can marginally 

influence the probability of failure via production decisions. Regardless of potential 

adjustment costs, if there is no influence at the margin, g (pd.) = 0, then again the 

farmer acts as if he were simply maximizing farm-derived utility. 

Note that ·with the general representations of V() and g () one cannot immedi

ately determine the effect of changing farm size on the optimal choices of factors. 

Although Pa decreases with an increase in A, decreasing v, g (pd) may decrease or 

increase. In addition V increases with an increase in farm size, positively affecting v. 

It i, however, more likely that if Pd is sm~ll relative to µ, then g (pd) decreases with 

farm size. The effect of decreasing f, and thus decreasing the probability of failure, 

would similarly be to bring k* and x* into line with productive efficiency. 

To be more specific, suppose the farmer is risk neutral. The first order conditions 

rnu.y lhcn be writ.fon as 

(la) 
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1 + ,J. -1::!:.._ 
EJL _ w ___ P_a_ 
ax - µ 1 + 1'J. (lb) 

(le) 

As we have noted above, relative to 11 = 0, the marginal product of k is set lower 

and the marginal product of x is set higher. (This is true given Pa. < µ.) What happens 

to the· actual levels of k and :r; depends of the degree of substitutability. For example, 

take- k and :i: to- be representative .of single factors. -From a point of zero adjustment 

costs (1'J. = 0) the following show the effect on factor decisions due to an increase in 

adjustment costs: 

,:- -l-O ,., ____ _ 

8k -1[ i w(· u.)] - = - Y - - Yu - 1 - -=-a,; !:J. = µ µ Pr1. 

where /). is the determinant of the matrix of second partial derivatives of y with 

respect to x and k, which we take to be negative definite. 

These effects are of ambiguous sign. One can say, however, that if Yu, then 

ak > O and a::: < O {although this will hold for some x and k such that Y:J; is positive a,1. . av 

but sufficiently c~ose to zero). 

The effect on total product is given by 

Here again the effect is of ambiguous sign. In this case, however, if Y=k < ~.1:.1:, then 
'L 

a,, > o. 
av 
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m A specific model 

We now turn to a simple model of a farmer's behavior under risk of forced adjust

ment. This example is presented in two parts. In the first, a farmer avoids risk by 

expending a greater amount of his effort in the production of a cash income in order 

to increase the likelihood of covering the minimal necessary expenditures to remain a 

farmer. The purpose here is to show the possibility of a backward-bending supply 

curve; the: discrete jumps:in supply that may occur· at various level of exp'ecfed price;· 

and the conditions under which a reduction in price variance reduces supply and 

improves productive efficiency . 

. ~ :-~he s~cond~:part-of this exa.ITI.ple turns t:6 analyzing market equilibrium. A stabl~. 

long-run equilibrium is defined where there is zero probability of forced adjustment, 

and where expectations are rational. This example shows that rational-expectations 

equilibria can arise where farmers are permanently in survival mode, producing 

inetf..ciently. Further, if a survival-mode equilibrium exists with an inelastic demand 

curve, then there also exists another rational-expectations equilibrium with produc

tive efEciency. This condition of two equilibria is an example of an over-production 

trap. That is, due to over-production, market conditions are such that over

production is optimal for individual farmers; and that, if in concert farmers reduced 

production to that of a conventional equilibrium, no individual would have incentive to 

expand. With an elastic demand curve there may exist a survival-mode equilibrium, 

but this cannot strictly be called a trap, since only a single rational-expectations 

equilibrium exists. 

For ease of presentation, suppose there is simply one farmer in the market pro

ducing some level ·or commodity, y, out of effort, e, c1nd receiving some level of price, 

p. Production is random, c1nd, therefore, so will be price. Let the utility function from 

farming be the simple sum of the goods consumed out of form revenues, py, over some 
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minimal expenditure f, and leisure time: U = (,py - J) + (1 - e). Random production 

is given by y = 2e 112t; where t is a random t.erm taking on two values (associated say 

with bad and good weather), t = tl or t = th. (ti < th.), with equal probability. The 

demand curve is of constant elasticity p = ay-b 

Therefore random revenues can be written as 

Hence, this problem with output ~JJ.c!_ i:irice random can be reduced to a simpler con

ceptual problem with only one source of randomness. It is conceptually easier to 

redefine price as having an expected value of µ = 2y-b with multiplicative error of 

u = E 1-b, ,vhe~e E[u] = 1. Now the new random term u can take on two values associ

ated with the two values of E: u = ul or u = uh. (u1 < u1;). The competitive farmer acts 

as if he cannot influence expected price; the farmer views revenues as py = µu2e 112. 

The failure condition is where py < f, or where e < ( _L2 / 
µu 

To summarize the previous discussion of the more general model, the farmer's 

objective function is given by 

V = U(e) - f 

1 - {3(1 - ii) 

where U(e) is the expected farm-derived utility, I the alternative utility of leaving 

farming, {3 the personal discount rate, and ii the probability of failure. Xow in this sim

ple model we may set, without loss of generality, the non-farm utility level to zero, 

J = 0. The objective function may then be represented as 

µ2e 112 + (1 - e) - / 

V = µ2 e 112 + ( 1 - e ) - f 

1 - .5{3 

µ2e 112 + (1 - e) - / 
1 - /3 

if P. I/ 2 > r 
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Figure 1 shows one possible set of values of the function V. The concave lines 

show the values of the objective function for given levels of rr. The heavily-drawn lines 

show the objective function taking rr into account. The heavily-drawn lines represent 

the set of possible choices of effort open to the farmer. For the case shown in the 

figure, optimal choice of effort is where 

Here there is no chance of failure, but the farmer is in survival mode and away from 

the point of productive efficiency, which is ate = µ 2• 

-Ogti,m-R-1 .et.Io~rtjs _giy~.p i!'.} tag_le 2, ,v-here the functional representation of effort is - ~ - . - - . . . - " . 

conditional on regions in which expected price may fall. Optimal supply over expected 

price is graphically illustrated in figure 2. One should note that the farmer may not 

choose to be on a portion of the supply curve where rr = ! , instead either choosing a 

supply where 1i = 0, or where rr = l. The downward sloping portions of the supply 

curve are the regions of expected price where the farmer is in survival mode. 

The affect of eliminating price variability, abstracting from equilibrium effects, is 

illustrated in figure 2. Consider a expected price of µ. Eliminating variance 

(var(u) 4 0) yields an optimal supply of y = 2µ 2 • 

Now consider the market equilibrium. A stable, long-run equilibrium is an 

expected market ~nee, µ 8 , such that the number of farmers is constant (i.e., rr = O), 

and where 

Yc*=2ec•l/2 

Stabilit.y i.npiics t::c;.t equilibrium price faHs along the segments ed. und dj on the 
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supply curve in figure 2. The most interesting case is where the farmer is m survival 

mode, but 7i = 0; that is, on segment ed. of figure 2. 

For a survival mode equilibrium to exist, expected price must be such that 

In this case 

For an inelastic demand curve (b > 1), the conditions for survival survival~mode equili

brium are given by 

In fact, for all cases of demand, the above condition is simply that which provides 

for the standard {non-survival-mode) equilibrium. That is, if a survival-mode equili

brium exists, then a conventional one does also. A conventional equilibrium exists 

where 

1 

µe = (2a) i-:;:-; 

Of course, an elastic demand may also yield a stable, survival-mode equilibrium, 

but if one does not exist, then a conventional one would not exist as well. (The ine

quality above is reversed.) This leads to the idea of an over-proc.uction trap. For both 

inelastic and elastic demands, survival-mode equilibrium may exist. But only in the 

former case is one justified in using the term over-production trap. ln the latter case, 

survival mode arises due only to the objectives of farmers. In lie eli.1:;lic-dcmand case, 

sur·:ival mode exists because oi the objectives of farmers and. t'.1c accident oi expecta

tions consistent with survival mode. Farmers are tr,1p?1d by their rational 
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expectations; without altering formers' objectives, a conventional equilibrium may be 

attained. 

N Empirical Application 

The preceding sections have discussed the influence of human-capital asset fixity 

on production decisions. This section turns to the practical matter of empirically 

addressing farm production based on the conceptual model above. First, one should· 

note that, even under risk-neutralityas defined by a constant marginal utility of real

ized income, the usual assumptions underlying the use of cost and profit functions are 

inapplicable in this case, since the marginal-product-equals-price rule does not hold. 

Therefore, even if one used only disaggregated data, the conventional correlations of 

cost shares, for example, with factor prices would not represent production technol

ogy as standard application of duality theory would suggest. The difficulty is that 

optimally marginal products are set to effective prices, which are unobserved. These 

effective prices are the observed prices adjusted by other factors reflecting the 

influence of adjustment costs and the probability of failure. 

In the standard application of duality, there are estimable equations for a pro

duction function (or cost, or profit) function and each marginal condition. Supposing 

that there are n choice variables with associated prices, the standard application 

would have n + 1 equations from which to estimate the parameters representing the 

production technology. This is possible because one may solve n choice variables for 

n prices, all of which can be observed. In the non-standard case we describe above, 

however we can only solve for the choice variables in terms of the n prices and 2 

price-adjustment factors, 1 
1 + v and 

1 + 1J from equations (la) and (lb). 
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Nevertheless, the marginal rates of technical substitution between inputs with com

mon adjustment factors, are dependent only on observable prices. Therefore, at best 

n - 2 choice variables can be solved in terms of observable prices and two inputs 

associated with different adjustment factors. And one can obtain n - 1 equations 

from which to estimate production function parameters. 

This is not surprising, since this model introduces at least two additional unk

nowns into the choice problem._ .Under risk-neutrality, besides the parameters 

defining technology, the true adjustment costs of leaving farming are unobserved as is 

the true probability of failure as a function of farm decisions. (In the more general 

problem Uiere·would be other unknowns as well, such as the parameters defining the 

expected utility function.) In order to estimate the production function parameters, 

unconditioned on adjustment costs and the failure probability, we must allow the 

influence of these two additional unknowns to be reflected through some similar 

number of observables. 

At this point we should note at least one generalization on the model presented in 

the above sections. Instead of merely two types of factors, one that must be paid for 

immediately and one that need not be, there may exist factors that exhibit a mix of 

these two attributes. That is, only a fraction of the cost of such inputs appears in the 

equation that indicates failure. Admitting such factors introduces yet another unk

nown -- the fraction of costs that must be paid for today; and thus the number of 

estimable equations is further reduced. One could go so far as to admit that each 

input may have its own adjustment factor, reducing the available equations to esti

mate the technology to one. 

To illustrate empirically the conceptual and theoretical models above, and to test 

certain hypotheses that arise from the theory, we turn to an analysis of corn 
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production in lllinois. This study estimates a per-acre production function, assuming 

risk-neutrality, and making use of the plausible restrictions on parameter estimates. 

Furthermore, we test whether the adjustment factors driving a wedge between margi

nal products and prices, move in the direction implied by our model and intuition. 

Specifically, we wish to see if input choices approach productive efficiency as farm size 

increase and over time (as farming grows more integrated into the larger economy). 

Additionally, we are interested in what degree government programs affect the devia

tiop. _of input choice from productive efficiency. 

We choose four inputs {in per acre amounts) to a Cobb-Douglas production func-

: Jio.n,:; Foll9,-n,ng the conceptual- model, the -inputs are separated into those that must 

b_e_ paid for:- immediately, fertilizer and hired labor, and those that may go unpaid, farm 

family labor and physical capital, represented by machinery use. In order to reduce 

the scope of the problem, we assume that in the estimates of a corn production func

tion, one may ignore the possible influence of other crops -- both in the usual joint

production sense, and, more importantly, in the sense of choosing a portfolio; and 

moreover, one may restrict the number of separately chosen inputs to the four men

tioned. The data are taken from Summaries of Illinois Farm Business Records from 

1971 to 1979. The data are averages of farm characteristics, production levels, factor 

expenses, and labor employed for farms in particular size ranges and regions. Price 

data are from the Summaries, Agricultural Statistics, and the Commodity Yearbook. 

We represent yield by Y, and input levels by -'¼; where i = 1 denotes fertilizer, 

i = 2 hired labor, i = 3 family labor, and i = 4 machinery. The 1~ represent prices 

associated with the inputs, and the a.i represent associated elasticities to be 

estimated. We assume risk neutrulity of farmers and that output price is independent 

of output. which is reasonable given the level of disuggregation of the data. The April 

quote of the :\ovember futures contract for corn is taken to proxy cxpt:cted output 
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price, and we represent this expected price byµ. We also include as shift variables the 

amount of tillable acreage (Z1 ) to account for a scale effect, and the average soil qual

ity of the farm (Z2). (See the Summ.aries for a definition of this variable.) Finally, note 

that the marginal conditions for optimization are 

-1!:I_ Cl· = p i = 1,2 fY.. X- i 1 
i \ 

11.Y _ 
~ a- - p2 j = 3,4 W;X; J 

where Pi,i = 1,2 represents the unknown adjustment factors associated with the two 

types of inputs. 

We may represent the production function as 

4 

ln Y = k + I; ai ln ... ~ + 
t = l 

2 

I; {3i lnZ; 
j = l 

Applying the marginal product restrictions within each input group we can specify the 

system of equations 

W2X2 W1X1 
(2b) ---=r1 ---+u2 

µY µY 

W4 X4 W3X3 
(2c) ---=rs ---+u3 

µY µY 

Of particular interest is how the adjustment factors (pi) are influenced by non

input variables. In order to investigate this, we assume that the adjustment factors 

may be represented in the following manner 

p 1 = 1~ ,~ a:i: = a 1 + b 1 S + c I T + d 1 D + u I t i = 1, 2 
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where S represents farm size in gross acreage, T a time index, and D the per cent till

able land under program diversion. 

From the discussions in the previous sections, we expect that as farm size grows 

the adjustment factors approach one, falling (b 1 < O) in the case of fertilizer and hired 

labor (i = L2), and increasing (b 2 > 0) in the case -of family labor and machinery 

ttj:':'J3,!4:):rThe: time"irtct:ex '.We -expect to reflect an overall improvement in alternatives 

for farm family labor, growing integration of the farm sector and the larger economy, 

, a.nd otl:i_er st_:r;uct:ural changes that promote stricter profit-ma-ximizing (that·;is, c-1,.,< 0 

and c 2 > 0). The p_rogram variable, D, is meant to reflect farmer's response to govern

ment payments. We may identify three effects from government programs. First, pro

grams may reduce the risk of failure and thereby promote efficiency. Second, pro

grams may increase the opportunity cost of leaving farming, at the same time reduc

ing failure risk, and thereby promote inefficiency. And third, programs may increase 

the effective output price through target prices. 

Although there are three distinct effects associated with government programs, 

we may be able to detect which has the greater influence by examining the pair of 

coefficients d 1 ,fod d 2 . If the first effect predominates, then the sign of the coefficient 

on D is expected to be positive for family labor and machinery (d 2 >0), and negative 

for fertilizer and hired labor (d 1 <0). If the second effect predominates, then the signs 

on this coefficient will be reversed (d 1 >0 and d 2 < 0). Finally, if the third effect 

predominates, then the signs on both coefficients will be negative for both equations 

(d 1 < O and d 2 < o). 

Using the first order condition, we may add four additional equations to the sys-

tern 
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-1!:I_ = a, I b 
:..!...r + 

d U11 Pt= -+ _IS+ _ID+ 
W1X1 a i a I a I a I a1 

(3a) 

-1!:I_ = a, I b C d U12 P1= -+-IS+ _1 T+ _ID+ 
fY2X2 a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 

(3b) 

-1!:I_ = a.2 b 
C2 T + d U23 P2 = -+ _2s+ _2D+ 

W:iX:i CX3 CX3 a3 <l3 a3 
(3c) 

P2 = -1!:I___= a2 b 
C2 T + d U24 -+ -3...s + _2D+ W4X4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

(3d) 

UV ldDO!'. Le~C.~ r_c-,- !)~ ~vs;-:.:-:::~Z~!':. :':" ~r~.-:. ,-··-~--,_.~-r-c:, ·~--:- ............. ,. __ .. -..·:···-..:.. . ... · :):·: 

· Unfortunately, this system involves a several non-linear restrictions on the 

parameters, therefore, a two-stage estimation procedure is employed. First, use equa-

( ) ( ) 0.2 0.4 -. tions 2b and 2c to obtain estimates of the ratios of elasticities -. - and -, say r 1 
a I a3 

and r3 • _Use those estimates in equation (2a) to obtain 

(4) 

Then impose linear restrictions on the four equations given by (3a) - (3d); for example, 

equation (4) and the four equations given by (3a) - (3d), with the linear restrictions. 

The results of the estimation process are reported in Table 3. The estimated elas

ticities are all of expected sign and of plausible magnitude. One result particularly to 

note is the large difference between the elasticity of family labor and that of hired 

labor. Another result to note is the sign and magnitude of the coeff.cient on acreage 

under corn, indicating a positive scale effect. The per-acre production function, how-

ever, exhibits decreasing returns. 

The coefficients on farm size in the adjustment-factor equations support the con

clusions that can be drawn from the conceptucJ.[ model. Over farm size thP. adjustment 
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factor falls for fertilizer and hired labor and increases for family labor and machinery. 

The coefEcients on the time index suggest that, for a given farm size and degree 

of program participation, production decisions have been deviating further from pure 

maximization. These results are somewhat surprising in light of accepted wisdom that 

agriculture is in transition to greater integration in the rest of the economy. First, it 

must ?e remembered that the data are for a fairly short period of time, between 1971 · 

,_::::. C ~·, ~- - . ,-; = .- - .=~ -:-- " ·· ,. , ,.-, ..... ~~ :- :- · - · _; . •· : -
arid 1979: Second; tlie restilts-Ior the tiine·vad.able· are ~supported· at lea'.sl in part by 

th~ feriei~-t ,;'~~k 0 6f Va~a\fada~on the measurement of excess inputs. Using a dynamic 

adjustment model, he c~·ncludes that for aggregate levels of labor and capital, sur

pluses .. have shown a marked tendency to decline over a longer period of time {since 

1948). During the 1970s, however, his results demonstrate a decline followed by an 

upswing in input-surplus indices. Troughs occur in 1972 for capital and 1974-1975 for 

labor. 

The coefficients on the program variable are of opposite signs for the two 

adjustment-factor equations, and support the conclusion that programs exacerbate 

the deviation from production efficiency. 

V Conclusions 

The analytical and empirical results of this paper offer some insight into farmer 

behavior under risk of being forced to leave farming. A farmer cannot purchase 

insurance against such a risk, both because of problems of access to adequate credit, 

and because there exists no formalized market for insurance. The farmer, therefore, 

seeks to mitigate against this risk by deviating in his production decisions from what is 

optimal from a simple expected-profit maximizing case. Production factors with 

immediate cash outlay tend to have higher effective prices than without the risk, since 

part of their cost must be measured in the conlribulion to increasing the probubilily 
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of failure. The marginal products of these factors are set higher than observed prices 

·would optimally warrant. Conversely. factors that may be delayed in cash expenditure 

tend to have lower effective prices for the opposite reason, and their marginal pro

ducts are set lower than observed prices warrant. 

Factors of the last type are of particular interest, since their contribution to 

agg;egate capacity may be of greatest significance. Farm-operator labor, or farm fam-

ily labor, tends to be over-utilizeq at the expense of non-monetary alternatives. (In the 
.. - - , -

particularized model above, this non-monetary alternative is the farmer's leisure 

time.) Increasing monetary alternatives -- that is, improving opportunities for off-farm 

income -- would encourage the farmer to use operator labor in a similar manner to 

hired labo; -(~~ide fr;m q~~lity c~nsid~rations) .. Physical capital owned by the farmer 

is treated in the same way. Although the empirical study concentrates only on 

machinery in the analysis, physical capital (more importantly perhaps) also includes 

aspects of land quality and long-term productivity. The conceptual analysis suggests 

that during periods when farmers face higher probability of failure and human-capital 

adjustment costs are larger, farmers would tend consciously to increase the 

deterioration of their land resources. 

This last point underlines a feature of the agricultural economy that is of disturb

ing significance for farm policy. When output prices fall, the farmer sees both an 

increase in the probability failure and a decrease in the expected utility derived solely 

from farming. lf the larger, non-farm economy remains unchanged, the farmer also 

experiences a fall in the adjustment cost of leaving agriculture; and this would tend to 

lessen any further deviation from efficient production that a greater probability of 

failure would promote. lJnfortunately, downturns in agriculture are likely to be worse 

during downturns in the larger economy. Opportunities for otT-farm income, if one 

wishes to remain in farming, arc likely to be reduced, and, more importantly for the 
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potentia: of a timely reduction in aggregate capacity, possibilities for alternative 

er.1ployr::ent outside agriculture are likely to be few. This feature would tend to 

L'1crease ac.justment costs at the same time the probability of failure is increasing, 

exacerbating the deviation from efficient farm production decisions. 

This paper also offers an empirical investigation of corn production in Illinois. 

This is done in order both to demonstrate the applicability of the conceptual model, 

~d to substantiate cert~iri conclusions that can be drawn regarding the degree of 

deviation from simple profit-maximization. Conventional estimation of dual functions, 

such as those of cost and profit, is unwarranted in the presence. of risky adjustment 

costs. Xevertheless, the theory does admit c·ertain restrictions to an estimable system 
, -
of supply and factor demands, from which one can use output- and input-price data in 

the estimation of production technology. These restrictions are a subset of those 

allowed under the assumptions of strict profit-maximizing {or cost-minimizing). In 

addition to prices as explanatory variables, levels of a certain number of representa

tive inputs {in this study, two) must be used with a corresponding reduction in the 

number of estimable equations. 

If one is willing to make certain assumptions regarding the proportions by which 

observed h1put prices must be adjusted to equal effective prices, then these propor

tions, or adjustment factors, may serve as additional estimable functions of exogenous 

(struct~::-ai) variables. The estimation results indicate that larger farms deviate less 

from production efl:ciency than do smaller farms, but that over the period of time stu

died fa::-:-:1.ers have been moving further from setting marginal products equal to 

observed ;irices. Furthermore, the results indicate that government programs may 

tend to counter the trend toward efficiency, which would accompany traditional 

expans:o:i of average farm size, rather than to alleviate the effects on production 

c.ecisio::s of a·.-oiding failure. 
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Footnotes 

1/For example, Thompson, Gwynn, and Sharp report the survey of married farm 

women in Yolo County, California, and remark: "The increased participation by women 

on smaller farms was found to result from the need for the entire family to use its 

total resource for survival rather than to a greater opportunity for women to partici

pate on small farms." 

______ 2/This. eye_brow.:~r:aising commenLwas:made .by Senator Tom Harkin of Iowa.in crit

ical remarks at a-- conference on Farm Policy sponsored by Resources for the Future, 

Washington, D.C., December, 19B4. 

. . 

-----: ~ 3/Iri a more gerieraT·sense,--models of i:-lsk~averse ·agents imply the purchase·· of 

stability in exchange for inefficient profit maximization. 

4/For a broad view of asset fixity in U.S. agriculture, see G. Johnson and Quance, 

eds. Of particular interest for this present paper is the chapter in that volume on 

labor by Chennareddy and Jones. M. Johnson and Paseur may be read as a reminder 

not to confuse adjustment costs of moving inputs ·with irrationality of decision makers. 

Finally, one may find differing, specific definitions of asset fixity in empirical studies. 

For example, Chambers and Vasavada define asset fixity in terms of putty-clay tech

nology (which they reject for a aggregate U.S. production function). 

5/For example, the tomato harvester is a very lumpy asset; once acquired its pro

ductive capacity is not subject to incremental changes that might otherwise be 

profitable as price changes. By examining the physical nature of what a tomato har

vester. actually is, one concludes that it is a fixed asset -- at least over a range of out

p.ut prices below that which induced its purchase. On the other hand, the capital 

embodied in the tomato harvester is specific; and, even if the machine were physically 

divisible, its ofT-farm-use value is negligible. (That is, the capital embodied in the 

machine is not divisible between farming and non-farming.) Dy exammmg the 
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difference between the harvester's on-farm value and its off-farm, or salvage, value, 

one sirnilarly concludes that it is a fixed asset -- without actually knowing what the 

machine is. 

6/For an empirical analysis of the influence of psychic costs on rural-urban 

migration. see Deaton, 1iorgan, and Anshell. In her extremely interesting discussion, 

"Farm Family Displacement and Stress," Boss remarks, "We see a lot of resistance to 

change in f,arm families even when it appears that the change would be a positive step 
- - .. -_ . - ~ 

in the long run. This resistance is found in all people, not just farm families. Most of 

us do not like change, and we resist it despite the handwriting on the wall. One has to 
. . - - . _, .. - . 

admire the irra.tiona.l perseverance of these farm families. They keep trying in the face 

of a reality that clearly tells them it will not work. (p. 74, emphasis added)" As econom

ists, we would not say irrational, but at worst rational actions based on ill-conceived 

perceptions of true benefits and costs. The farm family may not have experience with 

certain acts that might (or so some would say) make it happier. It is not so much that 

the family ignores the clear failure of the present strategy, but that a better alterna

tive is far from obvious. 

7 /Pertinent to this notion of minimal expenditures may be items rarely found in 

production economics texts. For example, Boss lists certain barriers to coping with 

change, one of which is most often ignored in conventional economic analyses of farm 

decisions: " ... [T]here is the problem of the farmer's 'machismo.' Here I consciously 

refer to the man on the farm who too often tries to keep up with the other men in the 

acquisition of tractors, livestock, acres, number of silos, and bigger and better trucks. 

(p. 74)" Similar to this catalogue of "machismo," one might also add more feminine 

items that contribute to minimal expenditures. Again, as economists, we would restate 

this following :\kerlof's theory of social custom (Akerlof 1980), or by hypothesizing 

that keeping U;J with others is a rule of thumb that has proven profitable in the past, 
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but not immediately obviously harmful today. 

8/There may still exist a question of socially-optimal scale for farms. This addi

tional subtlety to the problem we leave for future research. 

9 /At this point we should point out that the specification of survival 

-- covering minimal expenses -- is stylized in one important way. ~finimal expenses, J, 

is a constant, and specifically not an increasing function of three items: farm size, --
input use, or past failure to cover all expenses (i.e., some portion of past ik ). Although 

relaxing the current- simplification -would complicate matters and presentation, to 

make / a function of the first two items would not alter the basic implications of the 

model as long as f increases over these items at a decreasing rate. The third item is 

conceptually more important. If the farmer delays payment on some portion of the 

cost of inputs k, one expects that portion to contribute to higher minimal expendi

tures in the future (or perhaps decreased output), and thus a higher future probabil

ity of failure for all levels of inputs. This would tend to blur the distinction between x 

and k in the active avoidance of failure. Nevertheless, as long as the farmer does not 

have to pay a price of delaying payment of more than his discount rate, and at failure 

time all delayed payments outstanding are forgotten, then k would be a more attrac

tive input than:;; using the simple criterion of minimizing probability of failure. 
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cl cl 

0.54715 ( 3.4693) = r - = al 1 a.z 
dl dl 

0.20314 ( 2.2141) = r - = al 1 a.z 

a2 a2 
6.3354 ( 11. 755) = r - = a3 3 a:, 

b2 b2 
0.01333 ( 17.736) - = r - = a:, 3 a:, 

c2 c2 
-0.26217 ( -2.2199) = r - = a:, 3 a:, 

dz d2 
-0.36563 ( -5.4540) - = r - = a:, 3 Ct3 

az = 0.02214 a4 = 0.2463 

*Ct-stats) 

Table 3. Coefficient Estimates 
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